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Rubber is originally a natural product. Through the addition of carbon black and many other materials, the different
properties are improved. In this way a great number of different kinds of rubber are developed. This has resulted in products
with a pliable and stable network structure that can withstand great deformations under load.
Once the load is relieved, the product should spontaneously and as fully as possible regain its original form. The stiffness of
rubber is a hundred to ten thousand times less than that of solid materials such as metal, stone or plastics. This combination
of properties is unique and most of the uses of rubber are based on these mechanical properties (e.g. shock absorbers)
Rubber is often used when no technical or economical alternative material is available. Rubber products are often used in
critical applications such as mechanisms, machines, architecture, etc.

Name
Abbreviation (DIN) Polymer Familiar brand name® Abbreviation (DIN) Polymer Familiar brand name®

NR Natural rubber CR Chloroprene-rubber Neoprene (Neoprene)
IR Isoprene rubber CSM Chlorine sulphanized polythene Hypalon
SBR Styrene Butadiene Rubber Buna S AU, EU Urethane rubber Urepan, Adiprene C
BR Butadiene rubber T Polysulphide rubber Thiokol
IIR Butyl Rubber MQ Silicone Rubber Silastic
EPDM Ethylene Propylene Terpolymer Keltan FM Fluoro Silicone Rubber
NBR Acryl Nitrile Butadiene Rubber Perbunan, Buna N FPM Fluoro elastomer Viton
CO, ECO Epichlorohydrine Copolymer ACM Polyacrylate rubber

Registered trade marks
Hüls: Buna - N®
DSM: Keltan®
Bayer AG: Perbunan®, Urepan®, Vulkolan®
Du Pont de Nemours: Neoprene®, Hypalon®

Adiprene®, Viton®, Teflon®
Thiokol GmbH: Thiokol®
Dow Corning: Silastic®

Production facilities
The range of presses and the machine capacity in our factories enable us to offer you a wide package of rubber products,
produced in moulds. Product weight from 2 grams to approx. 40 kg, from single pieces to large series in all currently used
qualities, colours and hardnesses, with or without reinforcing inserts. Our manufacturing capabilities includes vulcanising
metal components up to 1 x 1 metre into or onto rubber products. If required, the products can also be manufactured with 1
or more inserts. Our factories have at their disposal an extensive assortment of moulds for pressing a wide range of products.
We design and produce new moulds ourselves, and in certain cases we outsource to specialised mould producers. For the
most efficient possible production method, moulds must be customised to the pressing machines on which the products are
made. We take pride in understanding and solving your problem, and much of our production is genuinely “custom made”.

Profiles
The extruders produce a wide range of rubber profiles from just 1 metre to tens of kilometres, in the most common qualities
and hardnesses, for a great diversity of applications. This facility produces sealing profiles with a thickness of just a few
millimetres, as well as fender profiles with dimensions of 500 millimetres. The profiles can also be cut to the required length
on the production line. Besides standard profiles we can also make profiles specifically developed for and/or by you, based
on your specifications, sample or drawing

Composite products
Composite products are a combination of rubber with e.g. metals and/or plastics. Examples of these types of products are,
expansion bearings, all kinds of vibration dampers, wheel linings or conveyor supports. Both the metal components and the
required plastic components are manufactured and preprocessed in house, often using the latest laser or water jet
technology. A very good example of the rubber/plastic combination is our tank lid gasket.

Handwork
Adding linings to wheels, shafts, rollers and drums is an entirely manual process. Precision application (laying-on) of the
preprocessed unvulcanised rubber is indispensable for the production of an end product that meets all stated requirements.
The production of coverings, cuffs and profile frames is also one of the many capabilities of our factories. Production runs for
this can vary from single pieces to series production.
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NR natural rubber
Natural rubber is a natural type of rubber that serves as an example for all synthetically produced elastomers. This type of
rubber is highly wear resistant, elastic and has excellent dynamic properties. It is therefore used extensively for engineering
products such as seals, vibration dampers, belts and diaphragms, and consumables such as shoe soles, boots, gloves, rubber
bands, adhesives etc.

SBR butadiene rubber
SBR is the oldest and most used type of synthetic rubber. Approximately 65% of the world production of SBR is destined for
the production of tyres. Compared to NR, SBR has a better resistance to wear. Applications are therefore car tyres and
conveyor belts, and in general parts subject to wear.

PARA rubber
Para rubber is a soft natural rubber that is popular for its excellent resistance to wear. Para rubber is commonly used in
shot-blasting cabins and as lining e.g. for containers and silos.

IIR butyl rubber
Butyl rubber is a composite synthetic type of rubber and has a very low permeability to air, water vapour and other gases.
This type of rubber is mainly used for inner tubes, diaphragms, automotive hoses and protective clothing.

CR Neoprene®
Neoprene® is a common synthetic type of rubber that is used in seals. Its oil resistance is reasonable and its weather
resistance is good. Due to the high level of chlorine the fire resistance is also good; it burns in the flame, but extinguishes as
soon as the flame is removed. Uses of Neoprene® can be found everywhere a good resistance to fire, aging and chemicals is
required: seals, hoses, roller coverings, sealing profiles etc.

EPDM epichlorohydrine rubber
EPDM is a synthetic type of rubber, and is very resistant to sunlight and weather conditions. This type of rubber is primarily
used in the automotive industry e.g. for sealing profiles, hoses and seals. Due to its good resistance to hot water EPDM is
also used for seals and in hoses for dishwashers, washing machines and water pipes. Because of its good weather resistance
EPDM is also frequently used for construction profiles.

MQ Silicone rubber
Silicone rubber is an elastomer with almost constant mechanical properties during use at temperatures between –70 and
+180 °C. Also this material can modified to be highly insulating as well as extremely conductive The mechanical properties of
silicone rubber, however, fall short of other elastomers. Silicone rubbers are used in the food industry and in the medical
world. Silicone rubber is also the most suitable material for deep-freezers, heaters, dryers, aircraft doors etc. Due to its
electrical properties silicone rubber is often used in electronic components.

NBR Nitrile rubber
Nitrile rubber is a synthetic type of rubber that is very resistant to mineral oils and fuels. For this reason, NBR is mainly used
for seals, diaphragms, O-rings and hoses.

ECO Epichlorohydrine rubber
ECO is one of the few kinds of rubber that is resistant to mineral oils (also unleaded petrol), and also has a good resistance to
weather influences and to ozone. ECO is used for instance in seals, diaphragms, roller coverings and hoses.

FPM Viton®
Viton® has excellent chemical properties, also at higher temperatures. This type of rubber is resistant to many chemicals,
sunlight and oil. FPM should not be used in conjunction with steam. Applications include seals, shaped components and
hoses for which an excellent resistance to chemicals and high temperatures is required.

CSM Hypalon®
CSM is a rubber quality that is acid resistant, and very resistant to light, ozone and weather. Due to the chlorination of CSM,
this material is flame resistant. Applied in linings and coverings, cable sheaths, acid resistant hoses, diaphragms, floor
coverings in laboratories, etc.
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NR/SBR 70° Shore (A) Para rubber 40° Shore
(A)

Shot-blasting sheet 40°
Shore (A)

• Wear-resistant quality
• For basic applications
• Also available with 1 or 2

inserts
• Max. temp.: +70 °C

• High elasticity
• Wear-resistant quality
• Colour brown
• Max. temp.: +70 °C

• Very hard-wearing, elastic
quality

• Suitable for blasting cabins
• Max. temp.: +70 °C

page 1014 page 1014 page 1015

White alimentary quality
60° Shore (A)

NBR 65° Shore (A) EPDM 70° Shore (A)

• Alimentary quality as per BGA
/ FDA

• Odourless and tasteless
• Max. temp.: +70 °C

• Suitable for oil, petrol (not
unleaded) and lubricants

• Also available with 1 or 2
inserts

• Max. temp.: +70 °C

• Extremely UV resistant
• Suitable for acids and caustics
• Also available with 1 or 2

inserts
• Max. temp.: +120 °C

page 1015 page 1016 page 1016

CR 40° Shore (A) CR 60° Shore (A) CSM 70° Shore (A)
• Excellent weather resistance
• Very soft quality
• Oil resistant
• Max. temp.: +70 °C

• Excellent weather resistance
• Soft quality
• Sea-water resistant
• Also available with 1 or 2

inserts
• Max. temp.: +70 °C

• Resistant to acids and caustic
solutions

• Heat-resistant
• Resistant to aging
• Max. temp.: +100 °C

page 1017 page 1017 page 1018

Silicone rubber 60°
Shore (A), transparent

Silicone rubber 60°
Shore (A), red

IIR 65° Shore (A)

• Large temperature range
• Suitable for alimentary use
• Electrically insulated
• Max. temp.: +200 °C

• Large temperature range
• Suitable for alimentary use
• Electrically insulated
• Max. temp.: +200 °C

• Weatherproof
• Heat-resistant
• Low gas permeability
• Max. temp.: +70 °C
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FPM 75° Shore (A)
• Excellent resistance to

chemicals and acids
• Extremely resistant to oils,

fuels and lubricants
• Suitable for high temperatures
• Max. temp.: +200 °C
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NR/SBR 70° Shore (A)
• fig. 5001092
• fig. 5001192
• fig. 5001292

• Wear-resistant quality
• For basic applications
• Also available with 1 or 2

inserts
• Max. temp.: +70 °C

Specification

Fig. 5001092
Name SBR sheet rubber
Quality NR/SBR, black, both sides smooth, without inserts
Hardness 70 T 7° Shore (A)
Specific weight g/cm3 1.46
Tensile strength N/mm2 4
Stretch at break % 200
Temperature range -40° / +70 °C (briefly +80 °C)
Permanent deformation not yet tested
Properties for basic applications

Fig. 5001192/5001292
Name SBR sheet rubber
Quality NR/SBR, black, one side smooth, one side fabric impression, with glass fibre inserts
Hardness 70 T 7° Shore (A)
Specific weight g/cm3 1.46
Tensile strength N/mm2 4
Stretch at break % 200
Temperature range -10° / +70 °C (briefly +90 °C)
Permanent deformation not yet tested
Properties for general industrial use

Ordering information
Ordering code Thickness Number Role

inlays length width
[mm] [mm]

5001092 1 0 20 1400
5001192 1 1 20 1400
5001092 1.5 0 20 1400
5001192 1.5 1 20 1400
5001092 2 0 20 1400
5001192 2 1 20 1400
5001092 3 0 10 1400
5001192 3 1 10 1400
5001292 3 2 10 1400
5001092 4 0 10 1400
5001192 4 1 10 1400
5001292 4 2 10 1400
5001092 5 0 10 1400
5001192 5 1 10 1400
5001292 5 2 10 1400
5001092 6 0 10 1400
5001292 6 2 10 1400
5001092 8 0 5 1400
5001292 8 2 5 1400
5001092 10 0 5 1400
5001292 10 2 5 1400
5001092 12 0 5 1400
5001092 15 0 5 1400
5001092 20 0 5 1400
5001092 25 0 5 1400
5001092 30 0 5 1400
5001092 40 0 2.5 1400
5001092 50 0 2.5 1400
5001092 60 0 2.5 1400
5001092 80 0 2 1000
5001092 100 0 2 1000
Specify when ordering: fig. number, thickness, number of inserts, length in metres.
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Para rubber 40° Shore
(A)
• fig. 5001018

• High elasticity
• Wear-resistant quality
• Colour brown
• Max. temp.: +70 °C

Specification
Name Para rubber sheet
Quality NR/SBR, natural, both sides smooth
Hardness 42 T 5° Shore (A)
Specific weight g/cm3 1.03
Tensile strength N/mm2 18
Stretch at break % 600
Temperature range -40° / +70 °C (briefly +80 °C)
Permanent deformation 22 hours / 70 °C / 25%
Properties Highly elastic para rubber material, e.g. for blasting cabins

Ordering information
Ordering code Thickness Number Role

inlays length width
[mm] [mm]

5001018 0.5 0 20 1400
5001018 1 0 20 1400
5001018 1.5 0 20 1400
5001018 2 0 20 1400
5001018 3 0 10 1400
5001018 4 0 10 1400
5001018 5 0 10 1400
5001018 6 0 10 1400
5001018 8 0 5 1400
5001018 10 0 5 1400
5001018 12 0 5 1400
5001018 15 0 5 1400
5001018 20 0 5 1400
Specify when ordering: fig. number, thickness, number of inserts, length in metres.

Shot-blasting sheet 40°
Shore (A)
• fig. 5001023

• Very hard-wearing, elastic
quality

• Suitable for blasting cabins
• Max. temp.: +70 °C

Specification
Name Shot-blasting rubber
Quality NR/SBR, red
Hardness 40 T 5° Shore (A)
Specific weight g/cm3 1.01
Tensile strength N/mm2 16
Stretch at break % 600
Temperature range -40° / +70 °C (briefly +80 °C)
Permanent deformation 22 hours / 70 °C / 25%
Properties very wear-resistant quality

Ordering information
Ordering code Thickness Number Role

inlays length width
[mm] [mm]

5001023 6 0 10 1400
5001023 8 0 5 1400
5001023 10 0 5 1400
5001023 12 0 5 1400
5001023 15 0 5 1400
5001023 20 0 5 1400
5001023 25 0 5 1400
5001023 30 0 5 1400
Specify when ordering: fig. number, thickness, number of inserts, length in metres.
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White alimentary quality
60° Shore (A)
• fig. 5001047

• Alimentary quality as per BGA
/ FDA

• Odourless and tasteless
• Max. temp.: +70 °C

Specification
Name White alimentary quality sheet rubber
Quality NR/SBR, white, both sides smooth
Hardness 60 T 5° Shore (A)
Specific weight g/cm3 1.42
Tensile strength N/mm2 10
Stretch at break % 500
Temperature range -30° / +70 °C (briefly +90 °C)
Permanent deformation 22 hours / 70 °C / 40%
Properties alimentary quality as per BGA/FDA

Ordering information
Ordering code Thickness Number Role

inlays length width
[mm] [mm]

5001047 1 0 20 1400
5001047 1.5 0 20 1400
5001047 2 0 20 1400
5001047 3 0 10 1400
5001047 4 0 10 1400
5001047 5 0 10 1400
5001047 6 0 10 1400
Specify when ordering: fig. number, thickness, number of inserts, length in metres.

NBR 65° Shore (A)
• fig. 5001073
• fig. 5001173
• fig. 5001273

• Suitable for oil, petrol (not
unleaded) and lubricants

• Also available with 1 or 2
inserts

• Max. temp.: +70 °C

Specification
Name NBR (Nitrile) sheet rubber
Quality NBR, black, both sides smooth
Hardness 65 T 5° Shore (A)
Specific weight g/cm3 1.45
Tensile strength N/mm2 7
Stretch at break % 250
Temperature range -10° / +70 °C (briefly +90 °C)
Permanent deformation 22 hours / 70 °C / 40%
Properties very oil resistant

Ordering information
Ordering code Thickness Number Role

inlays length width
[mm] [mm]

5001073 1 0 20 1400
5001073 1.5 0 20 1400
5001073 2 0 20 1400
5001173 2 1 20 1400
5001073 3 0 10 1400
5001173 3 1 10 1400
5001273 3 2 10 1400
5001073 4 0 10 1400
5001173 4 1 10 1400
5001273 4 2 10 1400
5001073 5 0 10 1400
5001273 5 2 10 1400
5001073 6 0 10 1400
5001273 6 2 10 1400
5001073 8 0 5 1400
5001273 8 2 5 1400
5001073 10 0 5 1400
5001273 10 2 5 1400
5001073 12 0 5 1400
5001073 15 0 5 1400
5001073 20 0 5 1400
5001073 25 0 5 1400
5001073 30 0 5 1400
Specify when ordering: fig. number, thickness, number of inserts, length in metres.
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EPDM 70° Shore (A)
• fig. 5001063
• fig. 5001163
• fig. 5001263

• Extremely UV resistant
• Suitable for acids and caustics
• Also available with 1 or 2

inserts
• Max. temp.: +120 °C

Specification
Name EPDM sheet rubber
Quality EPDM, black, both sides smooth, without inserts
Hardness 70 T 5° Shore (A)
Specific weight g/cm3 1.22
Tensile strength N/mm2 9
Stretch at break % 200
Temperature range -40° / +120 °C (briefly +140 °C)
Permanent deformation 22 hours / 100 °C / 25%
Properties weather and UV resistant

Ordering information
Ordering code Thickness Number Role

inlays length width
[mm] [mm]

5001063 1 0 20 1400
5001063 1.5 0 20 1400
5001063 2 0 20 1400
5001163 2 1 10 1400
5001063 3 0 10 1400
5001163 3 1 10 1400
5001063 4 0 10 1400
5001063 5 0 10 1400
5001263 5 2 10 1400
5001063 6 0 10 1400
5001063 8 0 5 1400
5001063 10 0 5 1400
5001063 12 0 5 1400
5001063 15 0 5 1400
5001063 20 0 5 1400
Specify when ordering: fig. number, thickness, number of inserts, length in metres.

CR 40° Shore (A)
• fig. 5001031

• Excellent weather resistance
• Very soft quality
• Oil resistant
• Max. temp.: +70 °C

Specification
Name CR (Neoprene®) sheet rubber
Quality CR/SBR, black, both sides black
Hardness 40 T 5° Shore (A)
Specific weight g/cm3 1.25
Tensile strength N/mm2 3.5
Stretch at break % 300
Temperature range -20° / +110 °C
Permanent deformation 22 hours / 70 °C / 55%
Properties extremely weather resistant, very soft quality

Ordering information
Ordering code Thickness Number Role

inlays length width
[mm] [mm]

5001031 2 0 10 1400
5001031 3 0 10 1400
5001031 4 0 10 1400
5001031 5 0 10 1400
5001031 6 0 10 1400
5001031 8 0 5 1400
5001031 10 0 5 1400
5001031 12 0 5 1400
5001031 15 0 5 1400
5001031 20 0 5 1400
Specify when ordering: fig. number, thickness, number of inserts, length in metres.
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CR 60° Shore (A)
• fig. 5001033
• fig. 5001133
• fig. 5001233

• Excellent weather resistance
• Soft quality
• Sea-water resistant
• Also available with 1 or 2

inserts
• Max. temp.: +70 °C

Specification
Name CR (Neoprene®) sheet rubber
Quality CR/SBR, black, both sides black
Hardness 60 T 7° Shore (A)
Specific weight g/cm3 1.35
Tensile strength N/mm2 5
Stretch at break % 300
Temperature range -10° / +70 °C (briefly +90 °C)
Permanent deformation 22 hours / 70 °C / 55%
Properties Extremely weather resistant, soft quality

Ordering information
Ordering code Thickness Number Role

inlays length width
[mm] [mm]

5001033 1 0 20 1400
5001033 1.5 0 20 1400
5001133 1.5 1 20 1400
5001033 2 0 20 1400
5001133 2 1 20 1400
5001033 3 0 10 1400
5001133 3 1 10 1400
5001233 3 2 10 1400
5001033 4 0 10 1400
5001233 4 2 10 1400
5001033 5 0 10 1400
5001233 5 2 10 1400
5001033 6 0 10 1400
5001233 6 2 10 1400
5001033 8 0 5 1400
5001233 8 2 5 1400
5001033 10 0 5 1400
5001233 10 2 5 1400
5001033 12 0 5 1400
5001033 15 0 5 1400
5001033 20 0 5 1400
5001033 25 0 5 1400
5001033 30 0 5 1400
5001033 35 0 2.5 1400
5001033 40 0 2.5 1400
5001033 50 0 2.5 1400
5001033 60 0 2.5 1400
5001033 80 0 2 1000
5001033 100 0 2 1000
Specify when ordering: fig. number, thickness, number of inserts, length in metres.

CSM 70° Shore (A)
• fig. 5001096

• Resistant to acids and caustic
solutions

• Heat-resistant
• Resistant to aging
• Max. temp.: +100 °C

Specification
Name CSM (Hypalon®) sheet rubber
Quality CSM/EPDM, black, both sides smooth
Hardness 70 T 5° Shore (A)
Specific weight g/cm3 1.43
Tensile strength N/mm2 7
Stretch at break % 200
Temperature range -20° / +100 °C (briefly +120 °C)
Permanent deformation 22 hours / 70 °C / 30%
Properties Resistant to acids, caustic solutions and heat

Ordering information
Ordering code Thickness Number Role

inlays length width
[mm] [mm]

5001096 2 0 20 1400
5001096 3 0 10 1400
5001096 4 0 10 1400
5001096 5 0 10 1400
5001096 6 0 10 1400
5001096 8 0 10 1400
5001096 10 0 5 1400
Specify when ordering: number, thickness, number of inserts , length in metres.
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Silicone rubber 60°
Shore (A), transparent
• fig. 5001053

• Large temperature range
• Suitable for alimentary use
• Electrically insulated
• Max. temp.: +200 °C

Specification
Name Silicone sheet rubber, transparent
Quality Silicone sheet, transparent, both sides smooth
Hardness 60 T 5° Shore (A)
Specific weight g/cm3 1.17
Tensile strength N/mm2 8
Stretch at break % 350
Temperature range -60° / +200 °C (briefly +250 °C)
Permanent deformation 22 hours / 177 °C / 32%
Properties Excellent sealing properties within a wide temperature range

Ordering information
Ordering code Thickness Number Role

inlays length width
[mm] [mm]

5001053 0.5 0 10 1200
5001053 1 0 10 1200
5001053 1.5 0 10 1200
5001053 2 0 10 1200
5001053 3 0 10 1200
5001053 4 0 10 1200
5001053 5 0 10 1200
5001053 6 0 10 1200
5001053 8 0 5 1200
5001053 10 0 5 1200
Specify when ordering: number, thickness, number of inserts , length in metres.

Silicone rubber 60°
Shore (A), red
• fig. 5001058

• Large temperature range
• Suitable for alimentary use
• Electrically insulated
• Max. temp.: +200 °C

Specification
Name Silicone sheet rubber, red
Quality Silicone sheet, red, both sides smooth
Hardness 60 T 5° Shore (A)
Specific weight g/cm3 1.28
Tensile strength N/mm2 7
Stretch at break % 300
Temperature range -60° / +200 °C (briefly +250 °C)
Permanent deformation 22 hours / 177 °C / 30%
Properties Excellent sealing properties within a wide temperature range

Ordering information
Ordering code Thickness Number Role

inlays length width
[mm] [mm]

5001058 0.5 - 1 - 1.5 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 0 10 1200
5001058 8 - 10 0 5 1200
Specify when ordering: number, thickness, number of inserts , length in metres.
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IIR 65° Shore (A)
• fig. 5001028

• Weatherproof
• Heat-resistant
• Low gas permeability
• Max. temp.: +70 °C

Specification
Name IIR (Butyl) sheet rubber
Quality CIIR/EPDM, black, both sides smooth
Hardness 62 T 5° Shore (A)
Specific weight g/cm3 1.11
Tensile strength N/mm2 13
Stretch at break % 600
Temperature range -10° / +70 °C (briefly +90 °C)
Permanent deformation 22 hours / 100 °C / 35%
Properties weather and heat resistant, minimal gas permeability

Ordering information
Ordering code Thickness Number Role

inlays length width
[mm] [mm]

5001028 1 0 20 1400
5001028 2 0 20 1400
5001028 3 0 10 1400
5001028 4 0 10 1400
5001028 5 0 10 1400
5001028 6 0 10 1400
5001028 8 0 5 1400
5001028 10 0 5 1400
Specify when ordering: number, thickness, number of inserts , length in metres.

FPM 75° Shore (A)
• fig. 5001086

• Excellent resistance to
chemicals and acids

• Extremely resistant to oils,
fuels and lubricants

• Suitable for high temperatures
• Max. temp.: +200 °C

Specification
Name FPM (Viton®) sheet rubber
Quality 100% Virgin DuPont Dow Viton-A, black, both sides smooth
Hardness 75 T 5° Shore (A)
Specific weight g/cm3 1.85
Tensile strength N/mm2 8
Stretch at break % 200
Temperature range -25° / +200 °C (briefly +315 °C)
Permanent deformation 22 hours / 175 °C / 40%
Properties extremely resistant to chemicals and high temperatures

Ordering information
Ordering code Thickness Number Role

inlays length width
[mm] [mm]

5001086 0.5 0 10 1200
5001086 1 0 10 1200
5001086 1.5 0 10 1200
5001086 2 0 10 1200
5001086 3 0 10 1200
5001086 4 0 10 1200
5001086 5 0 10 1200
5001086 6 0 10 1200
5001086 8 0 5 1200
5001086 10 0 5 1200
Specify when ordering: number, thickness, number of inserts , length in metres.
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Ribbed matting Insulation mats Open ring mats +
connections

• Very hardwearing ribbed top
layer

• Width 1000 / 1200 mm
• Rib width 3 / 6 mm
• Colour black / grey / green

• Very wear-resistant quality
• Width 1200 mm
• Thickness 3.5 mm
• Tested at 20 kV to 50 kV
• Black

• Wear-resistant natural rubber
• Dim. 1500 x 1000 mm
• Thickness 22 mm
• For indoor and outdoor use
• Black
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Ribbed matting
• fig. 5098414

• Very hardwearing ribbed top
layer

• Width 1000 / 1200 mm
• Rib width 3 / 6 mm
• Colour black / grey / green

Ribbed matting has a non-slip rubber backing and an excellent wear-resistant ribbed
surface. Ribbed matting is resistant to cold circumstances. Ribbed matting is
obtainable with a small or a wide rib; the ribs run lengthways. Ribbed matting is used
for the most diverse applications such as in changing rooms, exhibition rooms, factory
areas, etc.

Type
Ribbed matting is available in fine ribbed (rib width 3 mm) and wide ribbed (rib width 6
mm), widths 1000 and 1200 mm. Also available is a fine ribbed rubber matting with a
jute backing, width 1250 mm. In some circumstances this version is easier to cement
through better adhesion to the floor.

Fine ribbed matting Wide ribbed matting

Specification
material type: SBR
hardness: 70° - 75° Shore (A)
width: 1000 mm / 1200 mm
roll length: 10 M
rib width: 3 mm/6 mm
colour: black/grey/green

Ordering information
Ordering code Type Width Thickness

[mm]
5098414 Ribbed runner matting fine black 1000 2.5
5098414 Ribbed runner matting fine black 1200 2.5
5098414 Ribbed runner matting wide black 1000 6
5098414 Ribbed runner matting wide black 1200 6
5098414 Ribbed runner matting fine grey 1200 2.5
5098414 Ribbed runner matting fine green 1000 2.5
Specify when ordering: fig. number, version, width, colour.

Remarks
Non-standard dimensions and/or colours can be supplied on request.
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Insulation mats
• fig. 5098904

• Very wear-resistant quality
• Width 1200 mm
• Thickness 3.5 mm
• Tested at 20 kV to 50 kV
• Black

The insulation mat is a special design and is specified in the German standard
VDE-0303. The insulation mat is tested at 20kV to 50 kV. This mat is mainly used as
floor covering in transformer houses, electric workshops and control rooms.

Specification
material: high quality wear-resistant SBR without insert, underside fabric impression, surface with hammered

design
hardness: 70º Shore (A)
thickness: 3.5 mm
roll width: 1200 mm
roll length: 10 M
colour: black

Ordering information
Ordering code Type Width Thickness

[mm]
5098904 Insulation mat 1200 3.5
Specify when ordering: fig. number.

Remarks
Test certificate can be supplied on request
Non-standard dimensions can be supplied on request

Open ring mats +
connections
• fig. 5098113
• fig. 5098113

• Wear-resistant natural rubber
• Dim. 1500 x 1000 mm
• Thickness 22 mm
• For indoor and outdoor use
• Black

Rubber ring mats are suitable for use indoors or outdoors. The open hole design mats
scrape the rough dirt from the soles of shoes and have a sound-deadening effect. The
dirt falls through the open bottom of the mat onto the floor and can be collected after
removal of the mat. Ring mats are very suitable to prevent coarse dirt being walked in,
and as a non-slip mat around machines in working areas.

Type
The Economic version is an open ring mat with square segments, has circular openings
on the underside and small studs for grip on the floor.

Specification
material type: wear-resistant natural rubber
hardness: 60° - 65° Shore (A)
dimensions: 1000 x 1500 mm*
thickness: 22 mm
colour: black
temp. resistance: - 30º to 70 ºC
detail: joining link in the quality NR 60

Ordering information
Ordering code Type Dimensions Thickness

[mm]
5098113 Open style ring mat 1500 x 1000 22
5098113 Joining piece
Specify when ordering: fig. number.

Remarks
The ring mats can be continuously joined by means of links. The ring mats can be cut
to every desired shape and/or size.
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Solid cord
• fig. 5017133
• fig. 5017153
• fig. 5017174
• fig. 5017186

Solid cord is used as a seal e.g. for covers and doors of ovens and containers. Rubber
cord is also frequently used as tendon.

Choice of material
The choice of material is of course dependent on the application, the medium and the
temperature range. Econosto will assist you with selecting.

Ordering information
Ordering
code

material D

[mm]
5017133 CR

(Neoprene®)
3 • 4 • 5 • 6 • 6.5 • 7 • 8 • 9 • 10 • 11 • 12 • 13 • 14 • 15 • 16 • 20 • 25 • 28 • 30 • 32 •
35 • 40 • 45 • 50

5017153 Silicone
rubber

4 • 5 • 6 • 7 • 8 • 10 • 11 • 12 • 15

5017174 NBR 1.78 • 2 • 2.5 • 2.62 • 3 • 3.53 • 4 • 4.5 • 5 • 5.33 • 5.5 • 5.7 • 6 • 6.35 • 6.5 • 7 • 8 • 9
• 10 • 11 • 13 • 16 • 20

5017186 FPM
(Viton®)

1.78 • 2 • 2.5 • 3 • 3.53 • 4 • 4.5 • 5 • 5.33 • 5.5 • 5.7 • 6 • 6.5 • 7 • 8 • 9 • 10 • 11 •
12 • 13 • 14 • 15 • 16

Specify when ordering: fig. number, diameter, length in metres.

Remarks
Non-standard dimensions and/or qualities can be supplied on request.
We also vulcanise or cement cord into rings, on request.

Hollow cord
• fig. 5017263

Hollow cord is used as sealing for hatches and covers. Hollow cord is produced
standard in the quality EPDM, hardness 65º Shore (A).

Choice of material
The choice of material is of course dependent on the application, the medium and the
temperature range. Econosto will assist you with selecting.

Ordering information
Ordering code material D(ext) - D(int)

[mm]
5017263 EPDM 20-8 • 23-10 • 25-10 • 30-12 • 30-20 • 35-15 • 38-18 • 40-15 • 45-15
Specify when ordering: fig. number, dimensions, length in metres.

Remarks
Non-standard dimensions and/or qualities can be supplied on request.
We also vulcanise or cement cord into rings, on request.
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Hatch seal
• fig. 5040190
• fig. 5040290
• fig. 5040390

• Wear-resistant quality
• Soft quality for good sealing

Hatch profile is mostly used in the shipping industry as a seal for hatches, doors and
containers. Hatch profile is produced standard in the quality SBR 45° Shore (A). These
profiles are sub-divided into 3 types:
type A : rectangular
type B : with bevelled corners
type C : with bevelled corners and air pocket

H

B

H

H

B

B

Type A Type B

Type C

Ordering information
Ordering code Type B - H

[mm]
5040190 Type A, with straight corners 1)
5040290 Type B, with beveled corners 2)
5040390 Type C, with beveled corners and air pocket 3)
1) B - H [mm]

• 8-8 • 10-8 • 10-10 • 12-6 • 12-8 • 12-10 • 12-12 • 15-10 • 15-12 • 15-15 • 18-18 • 20-10 • 20-15 • 20-20
• 25-15 • 25-20 • 25-25 • 30-15 • 30-20 • 30-30 • 35-10 • 35-15 • 35-20 • 35-30 • 40-10 • 40-15 • 45-15
• 50-15 • 55-40 • 100-50

2) B - H [mm]
• 25-20 • 25-25 • 30-20 • 30-30 • 35-25 • 40-35 • 50-20 • 50-40

3) B - H [mm]
• 25-20 • 25-25 • 30-20 • 30-25 • 30-30 • 30-35 • 32-32 • 35-20 • 35-25 • 35-35 • 40-20 • 40-25 • 40-30
• 40-35 • 40-40 • 45-20 • 45-30 • 45-35 • 45-40 • 45-45 • 50-25 • 50-30 • 50-50 • 55-30 • 65-33

Specify when ordering: fig. number, dimensions, length in metres.

Remark
Non-standard variants and/or qualities can be supplied on request.
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Rubber has the property of being extremely suitable for the absorption of impact loads. Good functioning is depends of
correct rubber quality and an appropriate design. A variety of fenders is included in this section, classified by shape.

Fenders are elastic components that are used in the shipping industry and utility construction, such as:
quay protectors
fenders
loading platforms
lorries and trailers

The fenders are produced standard in the quality EPDM, hardness 70° Shore (A), colour black. The weather resistance of this
quality is good and the fender is not affected by seawater; because of this, the fender has a long service life.

Ordering information
Fig. 5050164 D-fender with air pocket
Fig. 5050264 D-fender, solid
Fig. 5050364 cylindrical fender with air pocket
Fig. 5050464 cylindrical fender, solid
Fig. 5050564 square fender with air pocket
Fig. 5050664 square fender, solid
Fig. 5050764 key hole fender
Specify when ordering: fig. number, dimensions, length in metres.

Remarks
Non-standard variants and/or qualities can be supplied on request.
The fenders can be made to customer specified lengths.
The fenders can be cemented or vulcanised into angles, to customer specification.

H h

b

B

H
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D

H

B

H
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a

d
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C
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A

B

Fig. 5050164 Fig. 5050264 Fig. 5050364
Fig. 5050464

Fig. 5050564 Fig. 5050664 Fig. 5050764
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Cylindrical vibration
dampers
• fig. 5085112
• fig. 5085212
• fig. 5085312

Cylindrical vibration dampers consist of an elastic rubber element of natural rubber NR
55° Shore (A) with vulcanised metal fastening components. The rubber element
prevents machine vibrations being transferred to the foundations; a vibration damper
is therefore in fact a vibration insulator. The cylindrical vibration dampers are
especially suitable for basic applications with light to medium-heavy loads, with few
specific requirements. The dampers must be loaded under compression, never under
tension.
Non-standard variants and/or qualities can be supplied on request.

Ordering information
Ordering code name Type D x H x G

[mm]
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 10 x 10 x M4
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 15 x 15 x M4
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 20 x 15 x M6
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 20 x 20 x M6
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 20 x 25 x M6
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 25 x 10 x M6
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 25 x 15 x M6
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 25 x 20 x M6
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 25 x 25 x M6
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 30 x 15 x M6
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 30 x 20 x M8
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 30 x 25 x M8
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 30 x 30 x M8
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 40 x 20 x M8
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 40 x 30 x M8
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 40 x 30 x M10
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 40 x 40 x M8
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 40 x 40 x M10
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 50 x 30 x M10
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 50 x 40 x M10
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 50 x 45 x M10
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 70 x 45 x M10
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 75 x 40 x M12
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 75 x 45 x M12
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 75 x 55 x M12
5085112 type A 2 x male thread 100 x 55 x M16
5085212 type B 1 x male thread - 1 x female thread 10 x 10 x M4
5085212 type B 1 x male thread - 1 x female thread 20 x 20 x M6
5085212 type B 1 x male thread - 1 x female thread 30 x 20 x M8
5085212 type B 1 x male thread - 1 x female thread 30 x 30 x M8
5085212 type B 1 x male thread - 1 x female thread 40 x 30 x M8
5085212 type B 1 x male thread - 1 x female thread 50 x 20 x M10
5085212 type B 1 x male thread - 1 x female thread 50 x 30 x M10
5085212 type B 1 x male thread - 1 x female thread 50 x 40 x M10
5085212 type B 1 x male thread - 1 x female thread 60 x 40 x M10
5085212 type B 1 x male thread - 1 x female thread 70 x 45 x M10
5085212 type B 1 x male thread - 1 x female thread 75 x 55 x M12
5085212 type B 1 x male thread - 1 x female thread 100 x 55 x M16
5085312 type C 2 x female thread 30 x 30 x M8
5085312 type C 2 x female thread 40 x 30 x M8
5085312 type C 2 x female thread 40 x 40 x M8
5085312 type C 2 x female thread 50 x 40 x M10
5085312 type C 2 x female thread 75 x 55 x M12
5085312 type C 2 x female thread 100 x 55 x M16
5085312 type C 2 x female thread 100 x 60 x M16
Specify when ordering: fig. number, dimensions.

Type A Type B Type C

D

H

G

Type A

Type B

Tyoe C
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Buffers
• fig. 5080112

Buffers are designed to give protection to structures in situations where damage as a
result of blows and/or impacts must be avoided. The buffers are produced standard in
natural rubber NR 55° Shore (A).

Shock buffers
The shock buffer is a vibration damper that is used under movable machines and
equipment, as an impact buffer for the prevention of damage by blows and/or
impacts.

Impact buffers
Impact buffers are shock buffers that are built up from a cylindrical rubber element
and vulcanised onto a square steel plate. The impact buffer is used wherever an
effective damping of moving machines, e.g. cranes and trailers, is necessary. If a single
buffer is not enough, one damper can be fitted on the moving part and one on the
static part, so that the damping is doubled.

Remark
Non-standard variants and/or qualities can be supplied on request.

Vibration absorbing
mats
• fig. 5085572

Vibration absorbing mats are produced in an oil resistant rubber quality NBR 55°
Shore (A). These vibration absorbing mats are a very adequate solution enabling
simple and effective placement of machines in a vibration-free and sound-deadening
manner. For additional damping, the mats can be stacked.

Ordering information
Ordering code L x B x D

[mm]
5085572 500 x 500 x 8
Specify when ordering: fig. number.

Remark
Non-standard variants and/or qualities can be supplied on request.
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SleevesEconosto offers a wide choice of protective components. They protect people from
moving machine parts and machines from dust, dirt or damp. The protection can also
help to keep a component out of sight. And lastly, flexible protectors are a perfect aid
for shielding off structures with a length that frequently varies during operation.
Sleeves can be manufactured from many types of materials, based on customer
drawings and/or specifications. The temperature range of the cuffs runs from -30 ºC to
+100 ºC. The choice of the material and design for sleeves is highly dependent on the
application area and the duty conditions.
Straight sleeves are used as dust covers for the protection of machine parts, as joint
cuffs in air ducts, etc.
Adapter sleeves are used for the connection of pipes of different diameters or for the
transition from a round to a rectangular cross-section.

Ordering information
Straight sleeves and adapter sleeves can be ordered based on the required inner diameter(s), the total length,
the wall thickness and the type of material. Non-standard cuff designs can be ordered on the basis of a drawing
or model, with additional information about pressure, temperature, media etc.

Remark
Straight sleeves and adapter sleeves can be produced cemented or vulcanised.

Fabric expansion jointsEconosto also supplies custom-made flexible connections for high temperatures,
namely fabric expansion joints, which can be resistant to chemical influences and
temperatures from –200 °C to as much as
+1000 °C (depending on chosen construction). This connection can be produced in
virtually any dimensions and shape. The use of engineering fabrics makes it possible
to produce joints for an infinite number of applications in almost all fields.

Ordering information
When ordering fabric expansion joints, the following values should be specified:
- minimum and maximum temperature
- the medium
- the required gas-tightness
- the motions that occur
- the dimensions of the expansion joint

Remark
Econosto offers the possibility of measuring and fitting the fabric expansion joint on
site.
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Couplings Drain hole plugs Plugs
• Series 5060 diabolo coupling

blocks
• Series 5063 rectangular

coupling blocks
• Series 5063 oval coupling

blocks
• Non-standard rubber couplings

can be supplied on request
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Balls Overview of profiles White block packing
• Soft quality, white profile
• Very suitable as seals for

cooling and freezing
containers

• Minimum permanent
deformation at low
temperature
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Couplings
• fig. Serie 5060
• fig. Serie 5063

• Series 5060 diabolo coupling
blocks

• Series 5063 rectangular
coupling blocks

• Series 5063 oval coupling
blocks

• Non-standard rubber couplings
can be supplied on request

Couplings can be delivered in various shapes and materials, such as diabolo coupling
blocks from NBR, coupling blocks from NBR, canvas or polyurethane (PU) and oval
coupling blocks from NBR or polyurethane (PU

Series 5060 diabolo coupling blocks
The diabolo model is produced standard in the quality NR 60° Shore (A).
Non-standard qualities can be supplied on request. When ordering these coupling
sleeves, specify the dimensions indicated in the drawing.

Series 5063 rectangular coupling blocks
The rectangular coupling blocks are delivered standard in the qualities canvas, NBR
85° Shore (A) and polyurethane (PU) 90° Shore (A). Non-standard qualities can be
supplied on request. When ordering these coupling blocks, specify the dimensions
indicated in the drawing.

Series 5063 oval coupling blocks
The oval coupling blocks are delivered standard in the qualities NBR 85° Shore A and
polyurethane (PU) 90° Shore A. Non-standard qualities can be supplied on request.
When ordering these coupling blocks, specify the dimensions indicated in the
drawing.

Non-standard rubber couplings
Non-standard rubber couplings can be supplied on request.

Coupling blocks
Rectangular

Coupling blocks
Oval

Coupling bush
Diabolo

Drain hole plugs
• fig. 5011612

Drain hole plugs or stoppers are used for the sealing and the testing of all types of
pipelines at low pressure, i.e. 0.5 bar. The stoppers are available with a single or
double sealing ring and are very quick and easy to fit. By tightening a wing nut, the
pressure plates exercise pressure on the sealing ring, which then expands and forms a
perfect seal. The stoppers are also provided with a bore (threaded connection) and a
metal end cap with rubber sealing ring. The drain hole plugs are available for pipe
diameters from 12.5 thru 1000 mm.

Ordering information
Specify when ordering: number, inner pipe diameter.

Remarks
Expansion plugs are available for the pressure testing of pipes at high pressure, i.e. >
0.5 bar. These plugs are available in various versions, for pressures up to 1000 bar.
When ordering these expansion plugs the inner pipe diameter, the material of the
pipe and the pressure must be specified.
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Plugs
• fig. Serie 5011

Plugs are used for sealing pipes. The plugs have a conical shape and can be provided
with a hole. Plugs are produced standard in the quality NR, hardness 50º Shore (A), in
the colour black.

Ordering information
Specify the following data when ordering: material, sizes as indicated in the drawing.

Remark
Non-standard variants and/or qualities can be supplied on request

Balls
• fig. Serie 5008

The balls can be delivered in a floating or sinking version.

Sinking solid balls are delivered in various materials.
Sinking balls with a core of steel are delivered standard in the quality NR, hardness 55°
Shore (A) and are particularly used in check valves.

Floating balls with a core of cork are delivered standard in the quality NR, hardness
55° Shore (A) and are in particular used in floats, indicators and check valves.

Ordering information
Specify the following data when ordering: version, material, dimensions.
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Overview of profiles

Rubber profiles are manufactured in a very wide range of shapes, materials and
combinations thereof. Optimal properties can be created for each application by
combining different qualities and varying the production process. Profiles are subject
to requirements such as:
• Resistance to chemical influences
• Hardness
• Weather-resistance
• Sealing
• Damping
Econosto produces in-house virtually every possible profile in various material types
and hardnesses. For information about the various materials types, please refer to the
general information section for rubber products Manufacturing takes place with
tolerances as per DIN 7715; the tolerance for hardness is T 5° Shore (A) as per DIN
53505.
Depending on the application area, profiles are broadly divided as follows:
• Corner profiles • U-profiles
• Beaded profiles • Hatch profiles
• Triangular and trapezoidal profiles • Cord profiles (solid and hollow)
• Lip profiles • Container profiles
• Window profiles • Door profiles
• Coachwork profiles (grip profiles) • Expansion profiles
Because of the great diversity, it is impossible to present all available profiles with
their associated dimensions and qualities. These pages therefore solely give an
indication of the various basic shapes. Based on your drawing or model, we can
prepare a suitable quotation.
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Corner profiles U-Profiles

Beading profiles Shutter profiles Cord profile Mac profile

Lip profile Coachwork profiles Window profiles

Container profiles Expansion profiles

Door profiles Various
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White block packing
• fig. 5040141

• Soft quality, white profile
• Very suitable as seals for

cooling and freezing
containers

• Minimum permanent
deformation at low
temperature

White block packing is a special, soft quality rectangular packing profile, produced in
NR 55° Shore (A). This profile is used as a seal for chilled and refrigerated containers
and in the food industry, under the name Sweet White Rubber (SWR). This very elastic
profile has an excellent mechanical firmness and a minimum permanent deformation,
even at lower temperatures.

H

B

Ordering information
Ordering code B x H

[mm]
5040141 10-10 • 14-14 • 15-10 • 15-15 • 16-10 • 19-19 • 20-10 • 20-20
Specify when ordering: fig. number, dimensions, length in metres.

Remark
Non-standard variants and/or qualities can be supplied on request.

Rubber bellows

Bellows are very flexible protections made of rubber, PVC, leather or fabric. Rubber
bellows are manufactured in moulds and in various qualities of rubber.
Bellows consist of a movable intermediate section and two connection sections for
fitting. The bellows can be pulled out or pushed in within a minimum and maximum
range. This length range is a very important dimension for a bellows. Exceeding this
range causes deformation to occur in the bellows section and a reduced functionality
of the bellows.
Bellows are used in the protection of linkages against dirt, the protection of electronic
components from moisture and the flexible connection of equipment and/or engines.

Ordering information
When ordering bellows the following values should be specified:
the inside diameter of the bellows
the outside diameter of the bellows
the length of the bellows
the material type
the medium
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Introduction

Cell rubber is manufactured from rubber that feels spongy, with open cells so that the absorption of moisture is negligible.
Cell rubber is delivered as a sheet or tape on rolls and can, if desired, be provided with a self-adhesive layer. Frequently used
qualities are Neoprene® (CR) and EPDM. Cell rubber can be applied for many uses, such as draught and wind exclusion,
sound-proofing material, seals or packing material.

Sponge rubber is a type of rubber with open cells of a smaller size than with cell rubber; sponge rubber is also enclosed
within a skin. Frequently used qualities are Neoprene® (CR), EPDM and silicone rubber. The most common use is as sealing
material.

Apart from the standard materials in sheet form, rectangular profiles or in strips, Econosto can punch or cut the relevant
materials for you according to your drawing or specification, both in normal and self-adhesive variant.
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With and without
adhesive backing
• fig. 5501030
• fig. 5501160

• Closed cell structure
• Suitable for temperatures up

to +90 °C
• Also available with

self-adhesive layer

Cell rubber is available in sheet form in long lengths as well as in standard sheet
dimensions. The standard qualities are Neoprene® (CR) cell rubber and EPDM cell
rubber with adhesive backing.

Available sizes (roll length (m))
Thickness Type

[mm]
EPDM cell rubber with adhesive backing Neoprene® (CR) cell rubber

roll width 500 mm roll width 1000 mm sheet 2000 x 1000 mm
2 ˙(20) ˙(20) ˙

3 ˙(20) ˙(20) ˙

4 ˙(20) ˙(20) ˙

5 ˙(20) ˙(20) ˙

6 ˙(20) ˙(20) ˙

8 ˙(10) ˙(10) ˙

10 ˙(10) ˙(10) ˙

12 B ˙(10) ˙

15 B ˙(10) ˙

20 B A ˙

25 B A ˙

30 A A ˙

40 A A ˙

A = Unavailable
B = Available on request
˙ = Available standard

Ordering information
Ordering code Material
5501160 EPDM cell rubber roll with adhesive backing, rolbreedte 500 mm
5501030 Neoprene® CR cell rubber roll, roll width 1000 mm
5501030 Neoprene® CR cell rubber sheet, 2000 x 1000 mm
See table above for available sizes.
Specify when ordering: fig. number, version, thickness, length in metres.

Remarks
Non-standard variants and/or qualities can be supplied on request.
Sheet material can be provided with an adhesive layer on one or both sides, on
request.
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EPDM sponge rubber
profile
• fig. 5502067
• fig. 5502068

• Skin on all sides
• Available in soft and hard

version

Cell and sponge rubber rectangular profiles are applied for various uses such as
vibration and sound absorbing material, draught and wind exclusion and sealing. The
profiles are available standard in three qualities, namely EPDM sponge rubber 15°
Shore (A) (soft), EPDM sponge rubber 25° Shore (A) (hard) and EPDM cell rubber with a
self-adhesive layer on one side. The compressibility of the profiles varies from
approximately 25% for sponge rubber, 25° Shore (A), to nearly 90% for cell rubber and
is dependent on the required closing strength or the weight load.

Available sizes (roll length (m))
Width Thickness

[mm]
5 10 12 15 20 25 30 40

10 B ˙(50) B B B B B B

12 B B ˙(50) B B B B B

15 B ˙(50) B B B B B B

20 ˙(50) ˙˙(50) B ˙˙(25) ˙˙(25) B B B

25 B ˙˙(50) B ˙(25) ˙˙(25) ˙˙(25) B B

30 ˙(50) ˙˙(25) B ˙(25) ˙˙(25) ˙˙(25) ˙˙(20) B

35 B B B ˙˙(25) ˙˙(25) ˙˙(25) ˙˙(20) B

40 B ˙(25) B ˙˙(25) ˙˙(25) ˙(25) ˙(15) ˙(10)
45 B B B B ˙(25) B B B

50 ˙(25) ˙(25) B B ˙(25) B ˙(15) ˙(10)
B = Available on request
˙ = Standard available sponge rubber 15° Shore (A)
˙ = Standard available sponge rubber 25° Shore (A)

Ordering information
Ordering code Material
5502067 EPDM sponge rubber 15° Shore (A)
5502068 EPDM sponge rubber 25° Shore (A)
See above table for available sizes and roll lengths.
Specify when ordering: fig. number, dimensions, length in metres.

Remarks
Non-standard variants and/or qualities can be supplied on request.
The rectangular profiles can be provided with an adhesive layer on both sides, on
request

EPDM cell rubber with
self-adhesive layer on
one side
• fig. 5502660

• Closed cell structure
• Provided with an adhesive

backing

Available sizes (roll length (m))
Width Thickness

[mm]
2 3 4 5 6 8 10 12 15 20

10 ˙(200) ˙(160) ˙(100) ˙(100) ˙(80) B ˙(50) B B B

12 B ˙(120) B B ˙(60) ˙(40) ˙(40) ˙(30) B B

15 B ˙(100) B ˙(50) B B ˙(30) B B B

20 B ˙(60) B ˙(40) B B ˙(20) B B ˙(10)
25 B ˙(60) B ˙(40) B B ˙(10) B B B

30 B ˙(40) B ˙(30) B B ˙(10) B ˙(10) B

40 B ˙(20) ˙(20) ˙(20) B B ˙(10) B B B

50 B ˙(20) B ˙(20) B B ˙(10) B B B

60 B B B ˙(20) ˙(20) B ˙(10) B B B

B = Available on request
˙ = Available standard

Ordering information
Ordering code Material
5502660 EPDM cell rubber 1 side self-adhesive
See above table for available sizes and roll lengths.
Specify when ordering: fig. number, dimensions, length in metres.

Remarks
Non-standard variants and/or qualities can be supplied on request.
The rectangular profiles can be provided with an adhesive layer on both sides, on
request
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Butylene glycol (1,4)

Butylethyl ether

Butyranhydride

Butyric acid

Butyric acid (aqueous) A C B C

Butyric aldehyde C A C B
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